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ABSTRACT
Deep generative models have emerged as one of the most actively
researched topics in artificial intelligence. An area that draws in-
creasing attention is the automatic generation of music, with var-
ious applications including systems that support and inspire the
process of music composition. For these assistive systems, in or-
der to be successful and accepted by users, it is imperative to give
the user agency and express their personal style in the process of
composition.

In this paper, we demonstrate ReStyle-MusicVAE, a system for
human-AI co-creation in music composition. More specifically,
ReStyle-MusicVAE combines the automatic melody generation and
variation approach of MusicVAE and adds semantic control dimen-
sions to further steer the process. To this end, expert-annotated
melody lines created for music production are used to define stylis-
tic anchors, which serve as semantic references for interpolation.
We present an easy-to-use web app built on top of the Magenta.js
JavaScript library and pre-trained MusicVAE checkpoints.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Applied computing→ Sound andmusic computing; •Human-
centered computing → Collaborative interaction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Music composition is nowadays most commonly taking place in
fully digital environments, so-called digital audio workstations
(DAW). Often performances are directly recorded in a symbolic for-
mat (usually MIDI) and then manually edited or modified to meet
the composer’s creative ideas. Coming up with new musical ideas
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can, however, be a challenging task, especially when experiencing
writer’s block. In such situations, creative tools, i.e. automatic mu-
sic generation systems—more precisely systems for assisted music
generation [3], may help a composer find inspiration or speed up
the workflow.

In this work, we deal with deep generative models for music
generation, which are a trending topic in artificial intelligence. The
objective of such generative music techniques is to automatically
learn musical styles and to generate new musical content based on
the given learning material [2]. As opposed to handcrafted models,
the benefit of using deep learning methods to generate music is
their flexibility. The system can automatically learn a musical style
from a corpus and create new musical content, without explicitly
being taught music theoretical rules or structure. In addition to
generating qualitative musical content, current challenges concern
automatic curation, user control, and personalization.

We present ReStyle-MusicVAE, a system for human-AI co-creation
in music composition. More specifically, ReStyle-MusicVAE com-
bines the automatic melody generation and variation approach of
MusicVAE (see Section 2) and adds further semantic control di-
mensions to steer the generation process toward stylistic anchors.
This adds a lightweight manipulation mechanism, giving the user a
higher degree of control. We make use of expert-annotated melody
lines created for music production to define the stylistic anchors.
Furthermore, the user can extend the set of semantic anchors with
their own provided examples, providing additional flexibility and
adaptation.

2 RELATEDWORK
Over the last years, generative music systems have increasingly
drawn interest, driven bymajor developments that reflect the trends
in neural network developments, most notably, MusicVAE [11]
which embeds melodies in a latent space, allowing generation by
means of interpolation; Music Transformer [7], built upon self-
attention mechanisms and allowing for generating longer musical
sequences by modeling structure, and OpenAI Jukebox [4], which
generates music in the raw audio domain. At the same time, there
is a rising interest from HCI researchers in trying to investigate
what people need in a human-AI co-creation process and how intel-
ligent user interfaces can be designed to empower people to realize
their creative goals. The first findings show that users encounter
problems such as information overload and non-deterministic out-
put. They desire greater agency, control, and a sense of authorship
vis-a-vis the AI during co-creation [6, 9, 10, 12].

One promising deep generative model for assisted music genera-
tion is the variational autoencoder (VAE). Roberts et al. [11] already
show that their MusicVAE provides some control or personalization
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(a) All embeddings.
(b) Category means
only.

Figure 1: 2D t-SNE projection of the 2-bar embeddings.
Points: 545 | Dimension: 256 - Perplexity: 50 | Learning rate:
10

mechanisms to steer the generation of new musical content. This
works mainly by manipulating the latent vector through various
operations like interpolation and averaging or attribute modifica-
tion.

Although a big advantage of deep generative models is their gen-
erality, i.e. the ability to use the same system for various musical
genres or styles, it usually requires retraining to be able to get mean-
ingful style differences in the generated content. Retraining a model
from scratch is, however, very expensive and time-consuming due
to hyperparameter tuning, and requires a large volume of quality
data. These circumstances pose a challenge for non-technical users
when they want to control or personalize a deep generative model.
As a response, systems aim at adapting pre-trained systems to avoid
these drawbacks while enabling personalization (MidiMe [5]) or
at keeping the process simple by restricting content generation to
particular voices, giving more control when composing (Cococo
[9]).

Similar to MidiMe, the aim of this paper is to provide a method
for controlling and personalizing a pre-trained VAE music model.
Dealing this way with pre-trained VAE models brings limitations:
since model structure optimization, loss function modification, or
hyperparameter tuning is not an option, the remaining controlling
point represents the given latent space. Therefore, the goal was to
analyze if and howmusical styles or genres can be embedded in pre-
trained MusicVAE latent spaces, to further control the generation
of new melodic lines with it. Embeddings can form semantically
meaningful clusters in the latent space, cf. [8]. The underlying
hypothesis is that the MusicVAE model will capture useful musical
patterns from a style-labeled dataset and place the embeddings
in style-separated clusters. In contrast to MidiMe and Cococo, we
do not attempt to reduce the complexity of the embedding space
through another projection or focus on control of individual voices,
resp., but rather aim for incorporating information from expert
annotated ground truth to provide a flexible number of anchor
points and steering of the composition.

3 METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION
IN USER INTERFACE

For this work, we are interested in embedding and localizing mu-
sical style/genre in a pre-trained MusicVAE latent space. To this
end, an expert-labeled melody dataset, namely Niko’s MIDI Pack,1

1https://shop.pianoforproducers.com/niko-midi-pack-2

Figure 2: ReStyle-MusicVAE’s user interface for real-time
human-AI co-creation: Users first start with an initial
melody, then tweak the style control sliders to modify the
melody. The melody gets dynamically adjusted as the slid-
ers are moved.

is embedded in 4 different MusicVAE checkpoints that mainly dif-
fer in melody sequence length.2 For the experiments, we ignore
included accompaniments and make use of melodies in the key
of C Major or A Minor (relative minor) as stylistic information is
considered key independent. All melodies are in 4/4 time. The MIDI
dataset contains 84 unique melodies in total and is categorized
in 6 styles/genres: Catchy, Dark/Hip Hop/Trap, EDM, Emotional,
Pop, R&B/Neosoul. Since MusicVAE has a fixed input and output
length, each melody sequence is split into smaller chunks prior
to embedding, in order to fit the corresponding checkpoints bar-
length. Because the embedding space is high-dimensional, i.e. in
our case 256-dimensional, we use t-SNE [13] to manually inspect its
structure. Figure 1 shows a 2D projection of the 2-bar embeddings
colored by category.

Based on the findings from the embedding space analysis, ReStyle-
MusicVAE was developed into a user interface that can be run as
a web app (see Figure 2 and https://restyle-musicvae.web.app/ for
a deployed instance).3 Users start by setting an initial melody by
either a) sampling a random sequence from the model or by b) up-
loading a melody. The initial melody can be tweaked using the Style
Control sliders, resulting in dynamic adjustment of the melody. Ad-
ditionally, users can upload their ownmonophonic melodies (prefer-
able in C Major or A Minor) and let the system extract their style
to create additional personalized style sliders (+ button), change
the model checkpoint (which mainly sets the length of the melody
sequence), select the used instrument samples, and set the tempo
for the playback. In more detail, the technical aspects of each UI
element are as follows:

2mel_2bar_small, mel_4bar_med_q2, mel_4bar_med_lokl_q2, andmel_16bar_small_q2.
A full list of all available Magenta.js music checkpoints can be found at: https://goo.gl/
magenta/js-checkpoints
3The user interface is built on top of the Magenta.js JavaScript library (https://github.
com/magenta/magenta-js/tree/master/music), which is in turn powered by Tensor-
Flow.js; Angular v10.2.0; Angular Material v10.2.7 (UI Elements); and Magenta Music
v1.23.1. The source code of the interface is available at https://github.com/damjanprvc/
style-embedded-musicvae.
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• Sample samples a new random 256-dimensional latent vector
from a unit Gaussian and decodes it.

• The Randomness slider controls the stochastic softmax out-
put layer of the decoder (useful for the resampling function-
ality). The amount varies between 0.0 to 2.0 in steps of 0.1.
0.0 sets the softmax output layer to act deterministically, i.e.
the notes with the highest probability get chosen strictly
and the same latent vector will produce always the same
output. This functionality is provided by Magenta.js as Tem-
perature, however, we renamed it to be better understandable
by non-technical users.

• Resample decodes the current latent vector again (works best
in combination with the ‘Randomness Slider’).

• Sample Similar creates similar melodies by sampling a new
latent vector from a unit Gaussian and interpolating between
the current melody (latent vector) and the newly sampled
latent vector. An interpolation near the current latent vector
is chosen to preserve the similarity of the current melody.

• The Style Control sliders represent the main control mech-
anism. Each style slider represents the arithmetic mean of
the respective melody snippets (“anchor”) corresponding to
the musical style (see above). Style manipulation is done by
gradually adding the 256-dimensional anchor vector to the
existing melody sequence, which is represented as a 256-
dimensional embedding vector as well. The amount varies
between 0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1 and is controlled by the
user via the sliders. For the UI this factor is multiplied by 10.

4 INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION
The initial assumption when using expert labeled and prototypi-
cal melodies was that the embeddings will form visibly separated
clusters based on their style. With a few exceptions, this is not the
case. The embeddings are generally more scattered than organized
in style clusters. This is especially visible with the 2-bar and 4-bar
checkpoints. Three reasons (at least) could be responsible for this: 1)
defining the style or genre a melody belongs to is a rather subjective
task. So even when the melodies are labeled or created by an expert,
one cannot say with certainty that the given ground truth of the
melodies i.e. the given style categorization is “correct”. Melodies
or music, in general, can usually be categorized into more than
one genre or style, which often results in expert disagreement [1].
In addition, there is a semantic gap between the human perceived
musical qualities and the low-level music representation suitable
for a deep learning model [14], esp. when dealing with a symbolic
representation of melody lines only. The one-hot representation
used for this model is only capable of capturing mid-level musical
information as notes played, note length, note density, range, scales,
etc.; 2) 2-bar and 4-bar music snippets often cannot capture mean-
ingful stylistic information, because of the short length; and 3) the
pre-trained models may not be trained with data corresponding to
the styles used in the dataset.

5 USER STUDY
Following the suggestion by Briot et al. [2, p. 247], we qualitatively
evaluate our assistive music generation system based on the satis-
faction of composers. Thus we conducted a pilot study with expert

composers recruited via the public Discord server “Make Music
Income”. Participants (n = 4, all male) have been asked to test the
composing tool and then fill out an online questionnaire consisting
of 8 questions to be answered via a 5-point Likert scale (cf. Table
1), 6 open-ended questions, and a final closed-ended question on if
the participant would keep using the tool.

# Question mean ± std
1 The composing tool was easy to understand. 4.20 ± 0.50
2 Interacting with the composing tool was easy. 4.00 ± 0.82
3 The tool was performant (i.e. fast). 4.00 ± 0.82
4 This tool helped me come up with new melodic ideas. 3.00 ± 0.82
5 I would use this tool. 2.75 ± 1.26
6 This tool would speed up my composing workflow. 3.25 ± 0.96
7 The ’Style Controls’ changed the melodies adequate & meaningful. 3.25 ± 0.50
8 I experienced a sense of control vis-a-vis the composing tool. 4.00 ± 0.82

Table 1: Likert scale questions with the average score and
standard deviation for each question where 1 represents
“strongly disagree” and 5 represents “strongly agree”.

In brief, we see strengths of the interface and tool in terms of
usability and sense of control, and individual difficulties when it
comes to the interpretability and expectation of the semantic sliders.
Main take-aways from the pilot study are:

(1) the UI enables good interaction with the composition process
and gives participants a sense of control;

(2) the style controls do not provide the expected outputs, but
to some feel rather “random” (P2);

(3) the tool may help composers come up with new ideas or be
used as an “inspiration tool”;

(4) one out of four participants would keep using the tool in its
current form;

(5) the overall feedback regarding AI music generation tools is
positive (note that this might stem from a selection bias):
“love the topic and am looking forward to more AI trends to
come” (P2).

With the sample of the pilot study being very small and comprising
subjects not acquainted with the workflow referred to, the mean-
ingfulness of the study is limited. However, we see the underlying
idea of the interface supported, with further potential in advancing
the procedure to (semi-)automatically derive semantic labels and
anchors.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
An interactive melody composing tool for human-AI co-creation
with semantic controls was presented. As a basis, a method for
inexpensive music style modification using embedding vector ma-
nipulation was proposed. Despite the prototypicality of the used ex-
pert labels, clear clusters could not be consistently identified when
using the pre-trained embeddings by MusicVAE. This mismatch led
to some less meaningful style controls. In future work, individual
assignment and user preference could play a more pronounced role
over the expert labels. The proposed method has, however, shown
to be valuable for real-time human-AI interaction. It gives users
a sense of control vis-a-vis the AI, and helps composers come up
with new (unconventional) musical ideas.
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